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Introduction. In [14] and [15] S. Kaplan studied the second dual of the Banach

lattice of all continuous real-valued functions on a compact space. Then in [16]

he initiated a study of the second dual of the lattice of continuous functions with

compact support on a locally compact space. It is the purpose of this paper to

continue the study of the locally compact case.

For a locally compact space X, let Lk denote the vector lattice of Radon

measures on X. In §2 the basic properties of Lk are established. In §3 we devote

our attention to the proof of the following theorem: Every purely nonatomic

measure defined on a a-compact space can be extended to a measure on a count-

ably compact space.

Given a compact subset K of X, let L(X) denote the set of Radon measures

on K. Then L(K) can be identified with an ideal in Lk. The set ^JL(K), where

the union is taken over all compact subsets of X, is the set of all measures with

compact support. It appears that the order dual M of (JL(X) is an appropriate

object of study as well as the order dual Mk of Lk and the order dual Mb of the

space Lb of all finite measures. In particular, C (the set of all continuous real-

valued functions on X) can be embedded in M while in general this is not possible

for either Mk or Mb. The spaces Mk and Mb appear as ideals in M. Also, M can be

characterized as the set of all multiplication operators on Lk.

In §5 we consider the question of whether Mk can be identified with a set of

continuous functions with compact support. This is the question raised by Kaplan

in [16, §§5,7]. After giving an example which shows that in general this is not

possible, we state conditions which are sufficient to insure that Mk will be the set

of continuous functions with compact support on some locally compact space.

In §6 we turn our attention to the duality relations which exist between the ideals

in Lk and those in M.

It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with Kaplan's papers, On the

second dual of the space of continuous functions [14], [15], [16].
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1. Preliminaries. In this section E denotes a vector lattice whose positive

cone is E+. For elements aeE, beE, the set {x e E: a = x ^ b} will be called an

interval. A subset A of E is bounded if A is contained in an interval. A linear

subspace J is an ideal if for xel, y eE, \y\ ^ |x| implies that y el. If x belongs

to an ideal /, then 0 ^ x+ ^ | x [ implies that x+ el. Hence an ideal is a subvector

lattice. The ideal generated by a subset A of E is the intersection of all ideals

containing A.

For a net {xj in E and an element xeE, we define xa|x to mean x = A«*«,

and that xa ^ xp whenever a > ß. Similarly xa \ x means x = Vä and that

xa ^ Xp whenever x > ß. The net {xa} converges to x if there exists a net {yj in E

such that | x — xa\ ^ ya and yaj0. We write limxa = x whenever {xa} converges

to x. Since | |x| - |x.|| g |x — x„|, it follows that lim|xa| = [x| provided

limxa = x. A subset A of E is closed ia-closed) if it contains the limit of each

convergent net (convergent sequence) in A. The closure ia-closure) of A is the

intersection of all closed (cr-closed) sets containing A. The closure of A will be

denoted by À and the cr-closure by o A. The closed ideal generated by A is defined

tobe the intersection of all closed ideals containing A. Two elements x and

yin £ are disjoint if |x| A \y\ = 0. Former E, define A' = {xe£:|x| A |a| = 0

for each a e A}. Then A' is a closed ideal in E. If A and B are subsets of E with

Ac B, then A is said to be dense in B provided each point of B is the limit of a

net in A.

Theorem 1.1 (Riesz). Let E be a complete vector lattice. For any subset A

ofE, iA'Y is the closed ideal generated by A, and £ = A' © iA')'.

For a proof of Theorem 1.1 see [3, Théorème 1, p. 25].

Remark 1. A set may fail to be dense in its closure. However, an ideal is dense

in its closure. In fact, (/)+ may be obtained from 1+ by adjoining the suprema of

subsets of/+. Whence it follows that the closed ideal generated by a set ,4 is the

closure of the ideal generated by A.

Remark 2. We shall use the unmodified terms : dense, closure, convergent, etc.

in the sense defined above. Whenever we wish to use these terms in the usual

topological sense with respect to a topology z, we shall then modify them with

r, e.g., T-dense, r-closure, t-convergent, etc.

Remark 3. If £ is complete, then limxa = x is equivalent to the statement that

{xa:x > ß} is bounded for some index ß and x = \fßAaZßxa = A/s Vcè/»*«-

Let £ and F be vector lattices. A mapping of £ into F is bounded if it transforms

bounded sets into bounded sets. A linear mapping is said to be positive if it maps

£+ into £+. If £ is a complete vector lattice, then a linear mapping of £ into F is

bounded if and only if it is the difference of two positive linear mappings. In

addition, the set of all bounded linear mappings of £ into a complete vector lattice

£ is a complete vector lattice. The proofs of these statements can be patterned
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after those for linear functionals [3, Théorème 1, p. 35]. A mapping <¡> of £ into F

is continuous if for each convergent net {xj in £, the net {000} converges in

F and ^(limxj = lim$(xa). It is easy to show that when (¡> is a bounded linear

mapping of £ into a complete vector lattice F, <f> is continuous if lim | <¡) |(xj = 0

for each net in £ such that xx JO.

Proposition 1.2. 1/ <p is a continuous mapping ofE into F, then <j>iÂ) <= <¡>iA)

for each subset of E.

Since the vector lattice operations are continuous mappings of £ x £ into £

we have :

Proposition 1.3. TAe closure of a subvector lattice is a subvector lattice.

Alinear mapping of £ into £ is a lattice homomorphism if it preserves the lattice

operations. A one-to-one lattice homomorphism is called a lattice isomorphism.

Proposition 1.4. Let (¡> be a linear transformation of E into F which maps E+

onto F+. If (j) is one-to-one on E+ and if its inverse maps F+ into £+, iAen 0 is

a lattice isomorphism of E onto F.

In this paper we shall be mainly concerned with linear functionals. The set of all

bounded linear functionals defined on the vector lattice £ will be denoted by

£2(£) while Q(£) will signify the set of elements of Q(£) which are continuous. If the

set of positive linear functionals is taken as the positive cone, then Q(£) and

Q(E) are complete vector lattices and Q(E) is a closed ideal in il(E) [15, (3.1)]. An

element (¡> of Q(£) is also an element of Ù(E) if and only if lim 14> | (xa) = 0 for

each net in £ such that xa\0.

Given a e £+, define || <f> \\a = | <b | (a) for each 0 e Q(E). Then || ||a is a pseudo-

norm on il(£). The family of all such pseudonorms defines a locally convex

topology on Q(£) which is compatible with the order in il(E) and with respect

to which Í2(£) is complete [3, Exercise 9, p. 40]. This topology will be denoted

by | w | (fi(£), £).   In a similar way, the ¡ w | (£,fi(£))-topology on £ can be defined.

For a subset A of £, let A± denote the orthogonal complement of A in £2(£),

i.e.,Ax = {4>e€iiE):<pix) = 0 for all xeA}. Similarly, define B±={xeE:

4>ix) = 0 for all (peB) for each subset B of fi(£). The null ideal in £2(£) of a

subset A of £ is the set {<j> e Q(£) : | <p | ( | x |) = 0 for each xeA}. The null ideal

of A is the largest ideal contained in A x. Furthermore, if I is the ideal in £ gener-

ated by A, then f is the null ideal of A. The null ideal in £ of a subset of Í2(£) is

defined in a similar manner. Some of the properties of null ideals are listed in

[15, §§2,3].

2. The spaces Lk and Lb. Throughout this paper X will be a locally compact

space. The symbol C = C(X) will be used to represent the vector lattice of real

continuous functions on X. The set of bounded functions in C will be denoted
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by Cb = CAX). The set of real continuous functions which vanish at infinity will

bedenotedbyC00= CJJÍ) while Ck = Q(X) will be the set of functions in C which

have compact support. Ck and Cx appear as lattice ideals in C

Let Lk = LAX) be the order dual Q(Q) of Ck. Similarly define Lb = LAX) = iî(Cœ).

Then Lb is also the Banach space dual of Cœ [14, (3.8)] while Lk is the space of all

Radon measures [3, p. 54]. For peLk define ¡p|| = sup{|p(/î)| : h eCk,\\ ft|| gl}

(||p|| is taken to be oo if the defining set is unbounded). The space Lb consists

precisely of those elements of Lk for which || p || < oo. The elements of Lb will be

called finite measures and those in the a-closure oLb of Lb will be called a-finite.

The spaces Lb and oLb are dense ideals in Lk [16,(3.5)].

We shall write C(X), Lt(X), etc. only when we wish to emphasize the under-

lying space X. At other times we will write merely C, Lk, etc.

Proposition 2.1. The mapping p -» || p | is continuous on Lb.

Proof. Let {pj converge to p in Lb. Then there is a net {Xx} in Lb such that

| p - pa| ^ Xx while /ta|0. Thus the lim || Xx || = 0 [14, (4.2)] and [16, (3.1)] ; there-

fore lim I pa || = |p||.
The support of p e Lk is defined to be the intersection of all closed sets £ c X

such that p(/) = 0 for each fe Ck which vanishes on F. It follows that if fe Ck

fails to vanish on the support of p, then | p | ( |/|) > 0 [3, Proposition 9, p. 72].

For each xeX define exif) =/(x) where/e C. Then ex e L,,, ex > 0 and || e* || = 1.

The support of e^ is {x}.

Proposition 2.2. Let peLk. If the support of p consists of a single point x,

then p = rex for some real number r.

Proof. Let h e Ck be such that ft(x) = 1 and then set r = p(/i). Since /— [/(x)]/i

vanishes on the support of p, p(/) =/(x)p(/i) = reAf) for each/eQ. Hence

p = rex.

Recall that C2(£) denotes the set of all bounded continuous linear functionals

on the vector lattice E.

Proposition 2.3. Let xeX. Then exeÙiCk) if and only if x is an isolated

point of X.

Proof. Set/, = A {g :ge(Q) + , gix) = 1}. Clearlyfx exists in Ck and/x(y) = 0

for all yeX, y^x. If exeQiCk), then fAx) = exifx)= L Thus x is isolated.

Conversely, suppose x is an isolated point. Then [lim/J(x) = lim/a(x) for any

convergent net in Ck. Hence sx e ü(Ct).

Proposition 2.4. The following are equivalent:

(i)   Lk=ÙiCk).
(ii)   exeQiCk)forallxeX.

(iii) X is a discrete space.
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Proof. Clearly (i) implies (ii). That (ii) and (iii) are equivalent follows from

Proposition 2.3. We show that (iii) implies (i). Let/, j 0 in Ck. Since X is discrete

lim/Xx) = 0 for each x e X. Thus {/,} converges uniformly to 0 on each compact

set. In addition /„ vanishes outside the support of fp for each a > ß ; therefore

lim |/a || = 0. Since the elements of Lk are Radon measures lim | p| (/„) = 0 for

each peLk. Thus Lk = Q(Ct).

Let (Lt)0 den ote the closed ideal in Lk generated by {6^ : x e X}.

Proposition 2.5. iLk)0 isthe\ w\iLk,Ck)-closure of the linear subspace of Lk

generated by {e^xeX}.

Proof. Let / be the linear subspace generated by {ex:xeX}. We shall prove

that / is an ideal. It suffices to show that the linear space genrated by each ex is an

ideal [14, (1.2)]. If peLk, |p| i% sex for some s, then the support of pis {x}. Hence

p = rex [Proposition 2.2]. Thus / is an ideal. Since an ideal in Lk is closed if and

only if it is \w\(Lk,Ck)-closed [14, (11.5)], the | w\(Lk,Ck) -closure of / is (Lk)0.

Let us identify the element HrfiXi, i = l,2,---n, with the function on X defined

by/i(Xj) = r¡and/i(x) = 0forx,=x¡, i = 1,2, —,n. Since Lk is | w | (Lt, CJ-complete

[3, Exercise 9, p. 40], it follows that (Lt)0 is the | w|(Lt,Ct)-completion of the

linear space generated by {e* : x e X}. Therefore we have

Proposition 2.6. (Lfc)0 is lattice isomorphic with the lattice of real-valued

functions pon X such that 2ZX€ jc|p(x)| < oo for each compact subset K of X.

(TAe order is given by: pit 0 if p(x) ^ 0/or all xeX.)

Define iLk)x = iLk)'0. Then Lk = (Lt)0 ©iLk)x. For p eLk, let p0 and px denote

the components of p in (Lk)0 and (Lt)x respectively. For A <= Lk define

A0 = {p0 : p 6 A} and Ax = {px : p e A}. In particular iLb)0 and iLb)x denote the

projections of Lb into (Lt)0 and iLk)x. We can now state the following:

Proposition 2.7. (Lfc)0 is isometric and lattice isomorphic with the Banach

lattice of real functions p. on Xfor which "LxeX\ Kx) | < co. (TAe order is given

by: p = 0 i/p(x)^ 0/or all xeX and the norm by: ||p|| = Zxex|p(x)|.)

The space (Lfc)0 consists of the purely atomic Radon measures and (LJ,

contains the nonatomic Radon measures.

The following is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.6.

Proposition 2.8. If every atomic measure is finite, then X is countably com-

pact.

The converse of Proposition 2.8 is false. This will be shown in §3.

For (j) e C and p e Lk define <p'p(/) = PifQ), fe Q- This defines </>'as a continuous

operator on Lk [16, (6.6)]. Observe that <pxLk c LÈfor each <t>eCk.
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Proposition 2.9.//pe(Lt)+, the mapping: cj)-+cb'p is a lattice homomor-

phism of C into Lk.

Proof. Let cbeC. It is enough to show that (</>'p)+ =icb+)'p. According to

[16, (8.2)] (<p+)'p and (</>-)'p are disjoint. Thus (<p'p)+ = [«>+)'p - (<?")'p] +

= (</>+)'p [2, Lemma 2, p. 220].

We now consider measures on subspaces of X.

Proposition 2.10. If W is a locally compact subspace of X, then LAX) (~\LkiW)

is a closed ideal in LAX).

Proof. Let J = {fe CAX) :/(x) = 0 on IF}. Then CkiX)/I is isomorphic with

CkiW~) where IT-denotes the closure of W with respect to the topology on X.

Thus LAX) = LkiW~)®I x' [16, §2]. Since Ck(W) can be identified with an ideal

in CkiW -), we have LAW ~) = LAW) n Lt(IF" ) © Ct( IF)"1-. Thus L*(1F) O LAX)

= L,(JF) n Lt(FF_) is a closed ideal in LAX).

Corollary 2.11. If W is a closed subspace of X, then LkiW) is a closed ideal

in LAX). Furthermore LAW) consists of those elements of LkiX) whose support

is contained in W.

Let p e LAX). The component of p in LAW) n LAX) will be called the restric-

tion of p to W.

If K is a compact subset of X, we shall write L(K) rather than LAK). Our

primary interest will lie with the set \JL(K) where the union is taken over all of

the compact subsets of X. The set [JL(.K) consists of those elements of Lk

whose support is compact.

Proposition 2.12. (JL(JQ = CkLk.

Proof. Let <peCk and p e Lk. Then the support of cb'p is contained in that of cb

[3, Proposition 10, p. 73]. Thus CkLk c [JLiK). Clearly [JLiK) c CkLk.
The following is due to S. Kaplan [16, (4.2)] :

Proposition 2.13. The set [JLiK) is an ideal in Lb and is dense in Lk.

Corollary 2.14. If X is discrete, then Lk = (LB)0.

Proof. If X is discrete, then \^JLiK) is the set of measures with finite support.

Hence (JL(X) <= (Lt)0. The corollary now follows from Proposition 2.13.

Example. Let N* be the one-point compactification of N. Then every measure

on A7* is atomic. Thus the converse of Corollary 2.14 is false.

3. Extensions of measures. Let peLAX). We shall say that p is extendable

to a locally compact space T if X is a topological subspace of T and p is the

restriction to X of some element of LkiT). Any element of LkiT) whose restriction

to X is p will be called an extension of p.
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In this section we shall be concerned primarily with the proof of the following:

Theorem 3.1. Let p be a Radon measure on a a-compact space X. If the

atomic part of p is finite, then p can be extended to a locally compact space T

on which every atomic measure is finite. In particular, T is countably

compact.

This theorem was motivated by a question posed by S. Kaplan [16, §3] : If every

atomic measure on a space is finite, does it follow that every measure on the space

is finite! To answer this question we need only to let X be the real line, p be the

Lebesgue measure and then consider the space T mentioned in Theorem 3.1.

While every atomic measure on T is finite, the space admits measures which are

not finite. In particular, no extension of the Lebesgue measure is finite.

In proving Theorem 3.1 we shall construct a space T for each p e Lk and then

show that T has the required properties when the atomic part of p is finite. Let p

be an arbitrary element of Lk. Denote by A the set of feCb for which/ 'p e Lb;

then set Aß = {fß:feA}. Here fß denotes the continuous extension of/to the

Stone-Cech compactification ßX [8, Theorem 6.5]. Now let T be the complement

in ßX of the null set of A", i.e., T= {peßX:fßip) ? 0 for somefeA}. Since T

is open in the compact space ßX, it is locally compact. It follows from the fact that

Q(X) c A that X <zzT <= ßX. Thus C„(X) and Cj,(T) are isomorphic with

CißX) [8, Theorem 6.7]. For eachfe C¡,(X) we shall identify /"and/" | T with/

and use the symbol/to denote all three functions. We are now in a position to

prove the following :

Lemma 3.2. (i) A is an ideal in Cb.

(ii) CkiT) cic CJT).

(iii) p is extendable to T, i.e., peLt(X) n LkiT).

Proof, (i) Since|0|'|p| = | <b'p |foreach0eC[Proposition2.9andl6,(6.6)],

fe A, ge Cb, | g | g |/| implies | g'p | g |/|* | p | = \f'p |. Thus ge A.

(ii) It is clear from the manner in which T was constructed that A c CxiT).

Next let g e CkiT) and denote the support of g by K. The family {Uf}feA where

Uf = {xeT :/(x) > 1} forms an open cover for K. Since K is compact there are

finitely many elements/!,/^ •••,/„ in A such that \/"=i fi dominates the charac-

teristic function of K. Thus | g\ ^ || g ||V"=i \f¡ \ • Since A is an ideal, geA.

Thus CkiT) c A.

(iii) For/e Q(T) define p(/)= || (fu)+ || - || (/'p)_ ||- It follows from (ii) and

the L-space property of Lb [2, p. 256] that p is a bounded linear functional on

CkiT). Thus p e LkiT). We show that p is an extension of p. For geCt(X)let

4>e:CkiX) be such that g<f> = g. Then 0(x) = 1 on the support of g'p. Hence

|| igfi)+ I = igtftt) and I (g»p)- || = (g'p) "(</>)• Thus pig) = g'p(0) = p(gtf>)
= pig) for each g e Ck{X).

Lemma 3.3. Let X e LkiT). If | X | A | P | = 0, iAen X e LbiT).
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Proof. Since p and | p | give rise to the same space T and since Lb isanideal,

we may assume that X and p are positive. First we verify the following: (I) If

XAp = OandgeQ,0 gg^l (l(x) = l forxeT) with 2(g) > 0, then for each

e > 0 there exists fe Ck,0^f^l whose support is contained in that of g such

that A((2/- 1)+) ^ (1 - 3e)Xig) while p(/) < e. To prove this statement let

cbeiCk)+ be such that gcb = g and choose tf>x eCk so that 0 ^ cbx ̂  cb and

picbx) + Xicb — cbx) < min {e, eXig)}. Direct computations will show that

f = irg A 1)^1 is the required function when r = Xicb) \ßXig)~\ _1.

Since X is cr-compact, there is an increasing sequence of open relatively compact

sets {!/„} such that X = [J U„. Suppose that p A X = 0 while || X || = oo. By using

(I) in the first part of this proof, it can be shown that there exists a sequence

{/„} in CAT) such that 0 Sfn ^ 1»/» vanishes on Un and A((2/„ - 1)+) ^ n while

p(/„) ;£ 2 -". Since all but finitely many of the/, vanish on each compact set in X,

/= V/n exists in CbiX). Also, fcb is a finite supremum of the f„cb for each

<peiCAX)) + . Thus ftpi<p) = PÍf<P)úyLp.ifn<¡>)ú || ̂  || ; whence /'peL, and

/e X. This implies that (2/ - 1)+ e CAT) [Lemma 3.2, (ii)].

On the other hand A((2/ - 1)+ ) ^ A((2/„ - 1)+ ) ^ n for each n. This contra-

diction completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.

Observe that if the atomic part of p is finite, then p and the nonatomic part of p

give rise to the same space. If p is purely nonatomic, then it follows from Lemma

3.3 that every atomic measure on T is finite. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now

complete.

Remark. The finiteness of the atomic part of p is used only in the last paragraph

of the proof of Theorem 3.1. Hence Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 are valid for any peLk.

Theorem 3.4. Let p be a Radon measure on a a-compact space X. Then p

can be extended to a countably compact space T if and only if the atomic part

of p iconsidered as a function on X) vanishes at infinity.

Proof. Sufficiency. As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.3, p may be taken to be

positive. Assume that p0 vanishes at infinity and let T be constructed as in the

proof of Theorem 3.1. Then peLk{X) r\ LAT) [Lemma 3.2]. Observe that

PoM "■ 0 for all xeT— X. Suppose that T is not countably compact. Then

there is an infinite set F c T which has no limit points in T. Given an increasing

sequence {£/„} of open relatively compact sets in X such that X — \JU„, there

exists a sequence {x„} of distinct points of £ such that x„ £ c\xU„. Furthermore,

since p0 vanishes at infinity, the sequence can be chosen so that Zp0(x„) converges.

Since sx and p — [p0(x)]e1 are disjoint for each xe T, there exists /„ e CAT),

0 ^f„ <; 1 such that /„ vanishes on U„, /B(xB) = 1 and p(/„) < p0(x„) + 2~"

(see the proof of (6.8) in [14]). As in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we see that / = \Jfn

exists in Cb{X) and that/e^4 c CJJT). Since/(x„) = 1 for each n, the sequence

{x„} is contained in a compact set. This gives a contradiction. Therefore T is

countably compact.
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Necessity. Suppose p is extendable to a countably compact space T. For each

e > 0, consider the set £ = {x e T : \ p0ix) \ ^ e}. If £ is infinite, then it has a limit

point x0. Each neighborhood of x0 meets £ in an infinite set. Hence the | p |-

measure of each neighborhood of x0 is infinite. This is impossible since T is locally

compact. Thus the set £ is finite for each e > 0. Therefore p0 vanishes at infinity.

Example 1. In Theorem 3.4, it is essential that X be normal. To see this,

let X be the Tychonoff plank [8 ,§8.20]. Any countably compact, locally compact

space containing the plank also contains the one-point compactification of the

plank. Thus the finite measures are the only ones that can be extended to a

countably compact space. Define pe(Lt)0 as follows: p(a>j, n) = 1/n,

p(<j, t) = 0 if a < mx. Then p = p0 vanishes at infinity but it is not extendable

to a countably compact space.

Example 2. Let X be the real line, p be the Lebesgue measure and T be the

corresponding space given by Theorem 3.1. Let A„ e Ck(T) be given by A„(x) = 1

for | x | ^ n, A„(x) = 0 for | x | ^ n + 1 or x e T — X, and by straight line segments

elsewhere. It is not difficult to show that if X e Lk(X), then X is also in Lk(T) only

if the sequence {rc-1A(A„)} is bounded. Then, in view of Lemma 3.3, this sequence

is bounded for each XeLk(T). Observe that lim n~1X(h„) = 0 for each XeLb

while lim ri~lp(hn) = 2. These facts will be needed for later examples.

4. The spaces M, Mb and Mk. In considering Radon measures on locally

compact spaces we found in §2 that each of the sets \^JL(K), Lb, oLb and Lk is of

interest. In this section we shall study the duals of each of these spaces. Define

M = M(X) = Q(\JL(K)), Mb = Mb(X) = Q(Lb) and Mk= Mk(X)= Ú(Lk).

We take Q(Lk) for Mk rather than Q(Lk) since Q(Lk) is not in general a subset of M

and since the elements of Q(Lt) which are not in Q(Lk) are only remotely connected

to the space Ck (the closure of Ck in Sl(Lk) is Q(Lk) [15, (3.10)]). The various

relations existing among Mk, Cl(aLb) and Q(Lk) will be discussed at the end of this

section.

Observe that for compact spaces M = Mb = Mk. Let K be a compact subset

of X. Since L(K) is a closed ideal in \JaUKL(K), M = £2(L(iC))©L(K)-L

[16,(2.4)]. Therefore M(K) = ñ(L(K)) is a closed ideal in M, and \JM(K), where

the union is taken over all compact subsets K of X, is a subspace of M.

Proposition 4.1. (i) M = Q(\jL(K)).

(ii) Mb = ñ(Lb).

(in) Mk = ñ(aLb).

(iv) [JM(K) cz Mk <= Mb <= M. Furthermore, each set is a dense ideal in M.

Proof, (i) Let pa j 0 in \JL(K). We must show that lim|/|(pa) = 0 for each

fe M. We may assume that {ux} has an initial element pß. If K is the support of

ßß, then {pj is contained in L(K). Since M = M(K) © L(iv)x, it suffices to show
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that lim |/| (pa) = 0 for each fe M{K). This follows from the relation M(K)
= QiLiK)) [15, (4.1)].

For proofs of (ii) and (iii) see [16, (3.1) and (4.5)]. Consider (iv). Since [JLiK)

is dense in Lb, it follows from [16, (2.8)] that Mb — ¿XL,,) is a dense ideal in

M = ü([JL(K)). The remaining parts of (iv) are taken from [16, (4.3) and (3.6)].

We shall find the concept of multiplication operator a useful tool in charac-

terizing the space M. A bounded operator on a vector lattice £ is called a multipli-

cation operator if each closed ideal in E is invariant with respect to the operator.

The multiplication operators on a complete vector lattice constitute a closed ideal

in the vector lattice of all bounded operators on £ [16, §6]. The multiplication

operators also form a commutative ring.

Proposition 4.2. Each multiplication operator on Lk is continuous.

Proof. Since Lk is a complete vector lattice, each bounded operator on Lk is a

difference of positive operators. Thus we can restrict our attention to positive

operators. Let T be a positive multiplication operator and let pa j 0 in Lk. We

must show that p= f\Tpx = 0. Suppose p>0. Since [_JL(K) is dense in Lk,

there exists a compact K cz X such that the component X of p in L(X) is nonzero.

Let Xx be the component of pa in L(K). ThenAa \ 0. Since T is a multiplication

operator TXX is the component of Tpx in the closed ideal L(K). Thus X = A TXa.

Now L(K) is a Banach lattice ; hence T is norm bounded on L{K). (Cf. [2, Theorem

10, p. 248].) It follows from Proposition 2.1 that lima|| TXX || = 0. This implies

that 1 = 0 [14, (3.4)]. This is a contradiction.

For each multiplication operator T on Lk and each peLk such that TpeLb,

define T\p)= || (Tp)+ || - || (Tp)~ ||. Since Lb is an abstract L-space, Ts is a

bounded linear functional on the ideal I = {p:peLk, TpeLb}. The mapping

p-*T\p) is a composition of the continuous mappings: p->Tp, l-> ||l|| and

the lattice operations; hence Ts is a continuous linear functional on L Now

UK) is a closed ideal; hence TLiK)czLiK) and T UL(K) c |JL(K) <= L„.

Thus [JLiK) is a dense ideal in L Whence Ts eñ((jL(K)) = M [16, (2.7)].

Also, observe that if T = 0, then T = 0 if and only if Ts = 0.

Next we consider the inverse of T->TS. For feM and peLk let /'p denote

the element of Lk defined by /'p(/i)=/(ri'p), h e Ck. Then/' is a bounded linear

operator on Lk. Arguing as in [16, (6.2)] it is easy to show that /' is a continuous

operator.

Proposition 4.3. (i) For each multiplication operator T on Lk, TseM.

(ii) For each feM, f is a continuous multiplication operator on Lk.

Proof. Part (i) is proved above. To prove (ii) let/e M and let / be a closed ideal

in Lk. For pe/n(jL(K) let K be the support of p; then h'peLiK) for all

heCk [3, p. 73]. The component of/in MiK) is norm bounded; hence there is a

number r such that |/(/i'p) | ^ r || h'p || for all heCk. Since || Jt'p || = | p | ( | h\),
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it follows that |/'p| <; r\p\. This proves that/' maps Ir\[JLiK) into L The

operator/'is continuous and In [JL(ÍC) is dense in J; hence/'/ cz I [Proposition

1.2].

Theorem 4.4. M is lattice isomorphic with the vector lattice of all multipli-

cation operators on Lk.

Proof. We shall show that the isomorphism is given by the mapping T -*• Ts.

This mapping is one-to-one on the set of positive multiplication operators.

Clearly, the mapping /-»•/' is order preserving. In view of Proposition 1.4, it now

suffices to show/-»/' is the inverse of T^>TS. For feM+, pe((jL(.K))+ we

have/'s(p)= ||/'p|. Since/'is a multiplication operator the support of/'p is

contained in that of p. If (be (Ct)+ is such that $(x) = 1 on the support of p, then

<b'p = p. Also, <b has the constant value 1 on the support of/'p; hence ||/'p||

=fpi4>) [14, (4.1)]. Thus ft\u)=fpi<p) = fifip)=fip) for all pe[JLiK).
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4.

Remark. For a given feM, fts is the extension of/to the ideal {p:peLk,

f'peLb}. We shall in general identify/with its extension/'5.

Theorem 4.5. (i) Mb = {f: feM,fLb^Lb},

(ii) Mk={f:feM,fLkczLb},

iïû)Mk={f:feM,fiaLb)<z:Lb}.

Proof. We shall prove (ii). IffeMk, then |/'p| ^ |/|(|p |) for each peLk.

Therefore fLk cz Lb. Conversely, if f'Lk^Lb, then /''extends/ to Lk. Whence

fe fi(Lt) = Mk. The proof of (i) is similar to that of (ii). Part (iii) follows from

(ii) and [16, (4.5)].

For feM, geM define fg = if'g'Y where/'g' denotes the composition of the

operators /' and g'. Since the composition of multiplication operators is com-

mutative [16, §6], the space AÍ becomes a commutative ring under the multipli-

cation defined above.

An element u of a vector lattice is called a weak order unit if u gt 0 and

u A | x | =0 implies x = 0. In a normed vector lattice an element 1 is called

a strong order unit if 1 _ 0, fl 11 = 1 and || x || ̂  1 implies | x | ^ 1.

If (f> e C, then cb' is a multiplication operator on Lk [16, (6.6)]. Thus (b's is an

element of M and the mapping: <b -* <b,s is a natural embedding of C in M. It

follows from Theorem 4.5 that under this embedding Cb is mapped intoM¡, and

Ck goes into Mk.

Proposition 4.6. TAe embedding <b -» <bts of C in M preserves the lattice and

ring operations in C. Furthermore l's(l(x) = l for xeX) is the ring identity

for M, a strong order unit for Mb, and a weak order unit for M.

Proof. Since [jLiK) can be identified with an ideal in Í2(C), it follows from

[18, Theorem 7.9] that the lattice operations are preserved. Let (beC, tyeC;
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then icbi¡/)'= cb'ijj' and henceicb\¡i),s = cbu\pts. This shows that the ring operations

are preserved. Now 1' is the identity operator on Lk; whence it follows that 1 ,sis

the ring identity of M. Also l's(p) = fl p+ || - ||p_| for each p.eLb. If ||/|| ^ 1,

fe Mb, then |/| (p) = ||/|| | p || = || p || = lts(p) for each p e (L6)+ . Thus |/| = l's.

To show that 1" is a weak order unit for M, let |g| Al,s = 0, geM. For any

compact set K, the component gK of g in M(K) is in Mb. Since 1" is a strong

order unit for Mb, \ gK | A lts=0 implies that gK = 0. Hence g vanishes on (JL(/C),

i.e.,g = 0.

Henceforth we shall identify cbeC with cb isand consider C to be a subspace of M.

Proposition 4.7. (i) The closure of Ck in M is M itself.

(ii) Ck is \w\iM,{jLiK))-dense in M.

Proof. According to [15, (3.10)] the closure of Ck contains Mk. Since Mk is

dense in M, the proof of (i) is complete. Part (ii) follows from the fact that a

convergent net in M also | w | (M,{jL(K))-converges to the same limit [14, (11.7)].

Proposition 4.8. For each pe Lk, the mapping f^f'p from M into Lk is a

continuous linear transformation.

Proof. The mapping is clearly linear. If |/| = g, geM, then |/'p| è \f\'\p\

^g'|p|; hence the transformation is bounded. Let fx\0 in M. Then/a|p|

is directed downward. For any /ie(Q)+ [AXMjW - wUl\p\ih) [14,
(2.2)] = infxfAh'|p|) = O.Thus AJ"¿|p| = 0; this shows that the transformation

is continuous.

In the remaining part of this section we shall consider the relation between

Mk = hlLk) and £!(£*). It follows from [16, (2.4)] that Q(L k) = fi(<rL0) © o-L¿h

Also Q.iLk) = Mk®Lt [16, (3.6)]; hence £!(£,) = Mk®Q.ioLb)r>LÏ©<xL¿-.

Since Mk = àioLb), this can be written as f2(Lt) = QioLb) © QioLb)r\ Li © aLb.

Thus the problem of deciding whether QiLk) = QiLk) can be broken into two

parts :

(i)   Under what circumstances will f2(o"L¡,) = £2(o-L0)?

(ii) Is QiLk) = ÇîiaLb)?

The latter question is related to the existence of measurable cardinals [8,

Chapter 12]. If X is a discrete space, then Lk = (Lt)0 is the set of all real-valued

functions on X while crL,, consists of those functions on X which vanish outside

a countable set. It follows that for discrete spaces question (ii) is equivalent to

Mackey's formulation of Ulam's problem concerning the existence of measurable

cardinals [17].

We now turn our attention to question (i).

Example. Let X be the real line, p the Lebesgue measure and T the corre-

sponding space constructed in §3. Let hn e CAT) be defined as in Example 2 at the

end of §3. Then {X{n~ ' h„)} is a bounded sequence for each X e Lk (T). Given a
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bounded sequence {/„}, let rß denote the extension of the function r irin) = r„)

to ßN, the Stone-Cech compactification of the space of natural numbers. Next

choose peßN - N and set ep({rn}) = rßip). Finally define <b(X) = ep({l(n_1An)})

for each X e Lk(T). Clearly <b is a positive linear functional on Lk(T). If X e Lb,

then lAOr'AJl^iT'lAKAJ^iT1 || A || and thus \im„X(n ~\) = 0. This
implies that <beLb. On the other hand p(n_1 A„) = 2 + n'1 ; whence <b(u) = 2.

This shows that <b e £l(oLb) (Lk = aLb for the space T) while cb $ Mk = Q(aLb).

Next we shall consider conditions which will insure that Q(oLb) = Q(aLb).

For this we will need the concept of realcompact space. Let ßT denote the

Stone-Cech compactification of a completely regular space T. Then each/e C(T)

can be extended to a continuous mapping/** of ßT into the one-point compacti-

fication Ru{oo} of R. Let vT = {p : p e ßT, fß(p) # oo for each feC(T)}.

Clearly T cz vT <= ßT. When vT is given the topology induced on it by that of ßT,

it is called the Hewitt realcompactification of T. If T = vT, then T is said to be

realcompact (Hewitt used the term g-space). A detailed study of realcompact

spaces may be found in [8].

Proposition 4.9.LetfeQ.(Lk). If feL\, then f vanishes at each peLk which

has realcompact support.

Proof. Let peLk and suppose that the support F of p is realcompact. For each

4> e C(F), <b' is a multiplication operator on Lk(F) [cf. §2]. Thus the relation

ftpi<b)=fi<b'p) defines/'p as a bounded linear functional on C(£). Since £ is

realcompact, f'p has compact support K in F [11, Theorems 21 and 22]. Let

heCk be so that A(x) = 1 on K. Then /(p) =/'p(l) = /'p(A) = /(A'p). Hence

if/eLfc\then/(p) = 0.

Theorem 4.10. If the support of each element of Lb is realcompact, then

Mk = CliaLb).

Proof. That Cî(aLb) = Mk © Cï(aL„) n Lb was shown above. In view of

Proposition 4.9, it suffices to prove that the elements of oLb have realcompact

support. Let peaLb. Then there exists a sequence {p„} in (Lb)+ such that

|p| = VnPn- Now \f„(2~" ||p„||_1)p„ is in Lb and has the same support as p.

Thus the measures in aLb have realcompact support if those in Lb do.

The following is an easy consequence of Proposition 4.9.

Theorem 4.11. If the support of each Radon measure is realcompact, then

Mk = Q(Lk).

Remark. Since u-compact spaces are realcompact and since closed subspaces

of realcompact spaces are realcompact, it follows from Theorem 4.11 that

Mk = Q(Lk) for each c-compact space (more generally, for each realcompact

space).
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5. A chacterization of M and its subspaces.   In [16, (7.1)], M, Mb and Mk are

characterized as subrings of a ring of continuous functions. Here we shall give

a slight modification ofthat characterization.

Theorem 5.1. There exist locally compact and extremally disconnected

spaces Y and Z with YczZfor which

(i)   M = CiY) = dZ).

(ii)  Mb = CAY) = CAZ).

(iii) CAY) cz Mk cz CxiY) n CAZ). Moreover if Mk # CAY), then

Mk^C00iY)nckiZ).

Proof. Let Y be the space given by [16, (7.1)]. Then Y is locally compact and

extremally disconnected. Since M is the set of continuous multiplication operators

on Lk, (7.1) of [16] states that M = CiY), Mb = CbiY) and CAY) czMkcz CJ.Y).

Let A be the set of idempotents e of M such that eMczMb. If vY denotes the

Hewitt realcompactification of Y, then M = CiY) = CivY) [8, §8.8]. If we con-

sider A to be a subset of CivY), then each e e A has compact support in v Y [8,

Problem 8E]. Since e e CivY), the support of e is open (and compact) in vY. Hence

the support is an open subset of ßY. Set Z = {p: pevY, e(p) # 0 for some e e A} ;

then Z is an open subspace of ßY. Thus Z is locally compact. Since Y is extremally

disconnected there exists for each y e Y an element ee A such that e(y) ^ 0.

Hence Y czZczvY. This implies that CiY) = CiZ), CAY) = CbiZ) and that Z is

extremally disconnected [8, Theorem 8.6 and Problem 6M.1]. To show that

Mk cz CAZ) we need the following:

Lemma 5.2. Let T be a completely regular space. Iffe C = CÇT) is such that

fCczCb,thenfeCkivT).

Proof. For n = 1,2,3,—, every geC is bounded on the set {xe«T:|/(x)| = 1/n}.

Thus fe COT(uT) [8, Problem 8E]. Suppose/£ CkivT). Since CkivT) = {heC:

igh)ßip) = 0 for all peßT-vT and all g e C}, there exists geC and peßT -vT

such that ifgfip) * 0. Hence f\p) ■ ifg2)\v) = iifgfip))2 ¥ 0. But /'(p)=0
since/e C^ivT) [8, Theorem 7.2 and Problem 7F]. This contradiction completes

the proof of Lemma 5.2.

We return to the proof of Theorem 5.1. life Mk, then/M <= Mk [Theorem 4.5].

Thus/e CAvY). Let e be the component of 1 in the closed ideal of M generated

by/ Then e and/have the same support in vY; whence eeCk{vY) and in turn

eeAcz CAZ). Therefore Mk cz CAZ). It remains to show that if Mk # CAY),

then Mkis a proper subset of CxiY)n CkiZ). LetfeMk,f$CkiY). We may

suppose that 0 = /;£ 1 since / can be replaced by |/| A 1. Then lf = \fnflln is

the component of 1 in the closed ideal generated by/ Since f 4 CAY), lf $ Mk

[16, §7]. Let peiLk)+ be such that l)p i LB.Now(/1/n)'p f l}p [Proposition 4.8].

By the continuity of the norm, lim„ || (/1/n)'p || = oo. Choose a subsequence {gk} of
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{/1/B} so that |rip| = k3. Then g = Ik'2gke Cœ(Y)n Ck(Z) while g'p ¿ Lb.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

A topological space is pseudocompact if every continuous function defined on it

is bounded.

Corollary 5.3. The support in Y of each element of Mk is pseudocompact.

Proof. Let F be the support in Y of feMk. Since F is extremally disconnected,

F is open. Hence the characteristic function e of F is in C(Y) = M. Then e e Ck(Z)

[Theorem 5.1, (iii)]. Let <b e CiF) and define $>(x) = 0(x) on F and $(x) = 0 on

Y-F. Then # 6 C(F) = CiZ). Thus e$ e Q(Z). Therefore 0 is bounded.

Remark. Corollary 5.3 is stated in [16]. However the proof given there rests

on a lemma [16, lemma following (7.8)] which is invalid for non-normal spaces.

The Tychonoff plank affords a counterexample.

Example. Let X be the real line, p the Lebesgue measure and T the corre-

sponding space constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Also, let ABeC4(T) be

defined as in Example 2 at the end of §3. Then /= En-3A„ and g = Zn-2 h„

are elements of CafT). From the information derived in Example 2 at the end

of §3, it follows that/e Mk while Zn~2p(A„) = I(2n + l)n~2. Therefore g i Mk.

Clearly / and g have the same support in Y. This example shows that in general

Mk is not equal to Ck{Y) and thus it answers the question raised by Kaplan

in [16, §§5, 7].

Proposition 5.4. // eacA measure in Lb has realcompact support, then

Mk = CkiY).

Proof. Let feMk and peoLb. Then f'p has compact support (see the proof

of Proposition 4.9). If \¡ is the characteristic function of the support of/, then

l'fp also has compact support; whence \\oLb cz Lb. It follows from Theorem 4.5

that lfeMk. Thus Mk = Q(F) [16, (5.2) and (7.2)].

Remark. Proposition 5.4 is equally valid whether the support of peLb is taken

in X or whether p is considered as a measure on Y and the support of p is taken

in Y.

The following is due to Kaplan [15, (3.4)] and [16, proof of 7.1, (i)].

Proposition 5.5. (i) L = ñ(Mk) = Ö(Q(F)).

(ii) Lb = fi(M6).

Proposition 5.6. TAe set X can be identified with the set of isolated points of Y.

Proof. For x g X, Rex is a closed ideal in Lt(X) = Q(Ct(F)). Thus Rex is a one-

dimensional ideal in LkiY) = 0.(Ck(F)) and hence the support in F of e^ consists

ofa single point v. Therefore ex = ey [Proposition 2.2]. Since ey6fi(Ct(Y)), y is

an isolated point [Proposition 2.3]. Conversely, suppose y is an  isolated
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point of Y. Then ej,eQ(Q(Y)) = Lk(X) and Rey is a one-dimensional ideal.

Hence the support in X of sy consists of a single point x. Thus e,, = sx [Propo-

sition 2.2].

We shall consider X both as a topological space with its original topology and

as a subset of Y. When we refer to the topology on X, we shall mean the original

topology rather than the topology induced on X by that of Y. These topologies

differ widely unless the original topology is discrete.

Since Lk = iLk)0®iLk)u it follows that i[JLiK))0 and i[JLiK))x are direct

summandsof |JL(X). Define M0 - fi(((jL(K))0) and Mx = M'0. Then

M = M0®MX and Mx is the order dual of i\jLiK))x [16, §2]. For/eM, let/0

and/t denote the components of /in M0 and Mx respectively. If A is a subset of M,

denote {f0:feA} by A0 and {fx:feA} by Ax. Then it follows that

iMk)0 = M0nMk, iMk)x = Mxr\Mk and Mk = iMk)0@iMk)x. Similar

statements hold for Mb.

A real-valued function on a topological space is said to be locally bounded

if it is bounded on some neighborhood of each point of the space.

Proposition 5.7. (i) M0 is lattice and ring isomorphic with the lattice-ordered

ring of all locally bounded functions on X. iThe lattice and ring operations

are defined pointwise.)

(ii) (M0)0 is isometric and lattice and ring isomorphic with the Banach

lattice-ordered ring of all bounded real-valued functions on X. iThe norm is

given by: \\f\\= sup {\fix)\:xeX}.)

Proof. We shall show that the isomorphism is given by f-*f\ X. Suppose

feM0 is not locally bounded on X. Then there exists peX such that/ is un-

bounded on each neighborhood of p. Let K be a compact neighborhood of p and

select a sequence {x„} from K so that |/(x„)| = n3. Let peiLk)0 be such that

p(xn) = n~2 and p(x) = 0 for x + x„ n = 1,2,3, —. Then peLiK). On the other

hand |/|(p) ^ n~2 |/(xB)| = n. This proves that each/eM0 is locally bounded

on X. If tb is a locally bounded function on X, then cb is bounded on each compact

subset of .Y. Hence /(p) = ZxeX</'(x)p(x), pe((jL(K))0 defines/as an element

of M0 such that/|X = cb. Since M = Q((jL(K)) and since (£*)„ is the closure

of the linear space generated by {e, : x e X}, it follows that / e M0 is > 0 if and

only iff\X >0. Thus/-»/1X is a lattice isomorphism. Clearly it is also a ring

isomorphism. Part (ii) follows from (i) and the order unit property of 1.

Let Y0 be the closure with respect to the topology on Y of the set X. Then

define Yx = Y- Y0. Since X is a discrete and hence open subset of the extremally

disconnected space Y, the sets Y0 and Yx are open. Thus we have:

Proposition 5.8. (i) M0 = CiY0), Mx = C(Yj),

(ii) (M„)o = CAY0), iMb)x = CAYX),
(iii) CAY0) cz iMk)0cz CœiY0), CAYX) cz (M^ c CxiYx).
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In general it is not possible to characterize (Mk)0 by means of topological terms

alone. However, we can obtain the following:

Proposition 5.9. (i) Let feM0. Iff has compact support in X, then feMk.

(ii) TAe support in X of eachfeiMk)0 is pseudocompact.

Proof. Part (i) follows from the characterization of (Lfc)0 given in Proposition

2.6. To prove (ii), let/eM0 and suppose that the support £ in X of/ is not

pseudocompact. Then there exists an unbounded </>eC(F). Define $>(x) = <bix) on

F and $(x) = 0 on X — F; then $ is locally bounded on X and hence (fieM0.

Also, <j5 is unbounded on the set {x :xeX,/(x) 7=0}. Therefore $> is unbounded

on the support in Y off. Hence/ 4Mk [Corollary 5.3].

Remark. Since compactness and pseudocompactness are equivalent for

(7-compact spaces (more generally, for realcompact spaces), Proposition 5.9 gives

a complete characterization of (Mt)0 for such spaces.

Example. Let X be the real line, p be the Lebesgue measure and T be the

corresponding space constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let/be the element

of Mk defined in the example following Corollary 5.3. Then the support of/0 in T

(T plays the role of X in Proposition 5.9) is T itself. However, T is not compact

since it admits a measure, namely p, which is not finite.

We now investigate the connection between M and the subspaces C, Cb and Ck.

Proposition 5.10. (i) Let feM, geM. Thenf^g if and only iffhfLgh

for all Ae(Cfc)+.

(ii) Let {/„} fte a net in M. Then {/„} converges if and only if {fji} converges

for each Ag(C¿)+.

Proof. Statement (i) and the necessity part of (ii) follow easily from Theorem

5.1 and Proposition 2.12. We shall prove the sufficiency part of (ii). If peLk,

Ae(C,) + , then [lima/,A] (p) = lima/,A(p) [15, (3.7)] = lim,/«(fc»/i). Since

CkLk — \^LiK) [Proposition 2.12], it follows that HmJJ^p) exists for each

pe\jLiK). Clearly, the relation/(p) = limj^p) defines /as a linear functional

on(jL(K).Now {|/a| A} converges if {/„A} converges ; thus lim,, \fx | (p) exists for

each ue\jLiK). If |p| g X, then |/(p)| = \\imJJ,u)\ rg lim«|/.|(A). Therefore

/ is bounded and feM. Now /A(p) =/(A'p) = limJ^A'p) = [lims/aA](p);

whence/A = lim^A for each A e iCk)+. It remains to show that f = limxfx. Let

Ax be the set of suprema of finite subsets of {|/-/^| :/? ^ a}. Then {g(p):geAx}

is bounded for each pe[^JL(K); therefore \J Ax = yß^Af - fß\ exists in M

[6, Théorème 1]. Set gx = \Jßzx\f-fß\- For any compact set K c X and any

geM, gK denotes the component of g in M(K). Choose (beiCk)+ so that

<b(x) = lonK;thenif\xgx)K = A«V/ra«|/-//»|i[14,(1.4)] á A«V«.|/^-/^|-
The latter is 0 since \imxfx<b =f<b; whence i/\xgx)K = 0. Since (JjVf(K) is dense

in M, /\xgx = 0. This proves that lima/a =/.
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An element fe C is completely determined by its values on X. Hence we have

Proposition 5.11. C0 is ring and lattice isomorphic with C. Furthermore,

(C0)0 is isometric with Cb.

Proposition 5A2.LetfeC and AczC; thenf= \JA if and only if f0 =\Mo-

Proof. Since adding to A the suprema of finite subsets of A will alter neither

V-4o nor V'A, we may suppose that A is directed upward. Then/= \J A if and

only iffh = \J hA [Proposition 5.10] for every /ie(Ck)+. Since hA cz M(.K) for

some compact set K, the proposition now follows from [14, (5.5)].

6. The duality between Lk and M. For a subset A of Lk, let AK denote the

annihilator of A in M, i.e., A"= {f:feM,f'p = 0 for all peA}. Similarly for

BczM, define Bn={p:peLk,f'p = 0 for all/eB}. We need the following:

Lemma 6.1. LetfeM,peLk. Then\f'p H/|'|p|,(/'p)+ =(/+)'p+ +(/ ~)V

and(/'pr = (/+)'p"+(/Tp + -

Proof. First suppose that p = 0. Then (/+ )'p and (j ~)'p are disjoint [Theorem

5.1 and 16, (8.2)]. Whence (/'p)+ =(/+)'p- Now let p be an arbitrary element

of Lk. Since/' is a multiplication operator/'p+ and/'p~are disjoint. Therefore

(/'p)+=(/'p++(-/)'p")+ =C/V)+ +((-/)V)+- The assertion con-

cerning (/p)+ now follows from the first part of this proof. The remainder of the

lemma follows from standard vector lattice properties.

Proposition 6.2 (i) For any subset A ofLk, A* is a closed ideal in M.

(ii) For any subset B of M, Bn is a closed ideal in Lk.

Proof, (i) Let geM, feAn be such that |g|á|/|- Then |g'p| =| g |' |p|

= |/1'|p| =» |/*P| = 0 for all peA. Thus ge A*. This shows that A* is an ideal.

Since the mapping/-*/'p is continuous Anis closed. The proof of (ii) is similar

to that of (i).

Remark. If A c (JL(X), then A* is the null ideal [15, §2] of A in M. Likewise

if B cz Mk, then B" is the null ideal in Lk of B. More generally, if A c Lk and I is the

ideal in Lk generated by A, then A" = (/n UL(X))X . A similar statement holds

for subsets of M.

For peLk, let (LtL, denote the closed ideal in Lk generated by p. For A cz Lk,

let Aß denote the set of components in iLk)p of the elements of A. In particular

(Le)M = Lbn(£*)„. Next define M„ = {p}*'. Then M'ß = {p}" and M = Mll® M'p.

It follows that Mß = ^((LfcL.n |JL(K)) and that M„ can be identified with the

set of all multiplication operators on iLk)p. For fe M, let/, denote the component

of/in Mu. Given a subset B of M, set B/1 = {/u:/eB}. Observe that iMb)p

= MflCiMb and (M^L, = M^nM^ Also 1„ is the ring identity and strong order

unit for MM. It is also easy to verify that \ßM = Mu.
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Proposition 6.3. Let pe(Lk)+, feM,,, geMß.Then g^f if and only if

g'p=/V-
Proof. The "only if" part follows from the definition of the order in M. Sup-

pose g'p=/'p. Then (if- g)~)'p = iif- g)'p)~ [Lemma 6.1] = 0. Thus
if— g)~ eM'ß(~\Mß; whence (J— g) ~ = 0. This proves that g i%f.

Theorem 6.4. For each p e Lk, pM = {f'pif e M} is a dense ideal in iLk)ß.

Proof. Since /' is a multiplication operator on M, f'pe iLk)ß; whence

pM cz iLk)ß. It follows from [16, (9.1)] that (Lk)M is the closure of pM. It remains

to show that pM is an ideal. Lemma 6.1 insures that pM is a subvector lattice of

Lk. The theorem will now follow from

Lemma 6.5. Let peiLk)+,feM+ and XeLk be such that 0 = A^/'p. TAen

there exists age M+ sucA íAaí g'p = X.

Proof. Set g = V {A : A e Mß, A'p ̂  X}. Observe that the A's are bounded by

/ [Proposition 6.3]. Thus g exists in M+. It remains to show that g'p = X. In any

case v = X — g'p = 0 [Proposition 4.8]. Assume v > 0. Now (v —n-1p)+ t v.

Thus there is a positive number r such that (v — rp)+ > 0. Let e = l(v_f/()+. Then

eeM„ and e'(v — rp) = (v — rp)+. Hence v - re'p^e' (v — rp) > 0. Thus

(g + re)'p = X — v + re'p < X. Since g + re e Mß, it follows from the manner in

which g was defined that g + rez^g. This is a contradiction since r > 0 and

e > 0. Thus X = g'p.

Theorem 6.6. Let peLk. Then each XeiLk)ß is the limit of a sequence in

pMb = {f'p:feMb}.

Proof. Since (Lt)„ = (L*)^ and since X+ and X~ can be considered separately

we may assume that p = 0 and X 2: 0. Since pM is a dense ideal in (Lk)ß, there

exists a net {/„} in M such that/¿p \ X. Set gn = \/ Jxl\n\, n= 1,2,3--.It follows

easily that g'„p\X.
Remark. Theorem 6.4 and Theorem 6.6 are weakened forms of the Radon-

Nikodym theorem.

Since Lt(X) = i2(Ct(F)) cz £XQ(Y)) = LkiY), each p e L*(X) can be considered

both as a measure on X and as a measure on F. Of particular interest is the support

of p in F. Whenever we write Lk, we shall mean Lt(X) rather than LkiY).

Proposition6.7.Lei peLk. Then the supports in Y of p and\ß are identical

Proof. Since l¿p = p, the support of \ß contains that of p [3, Proposition 10,

p. 73]. For p e F not belonging to the support of p, let/e M = CiY) vanish on

the support of p while /(p) =* 0. Then f'p = 0 [3, p. 72]. Hence iflß)'p = 0;

thus/1,, e M'ß O M„. This implies that/1,, = 0; whence it follows that 1„ vanishes

on a neighborhood of p.
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Corollary 6.8. The support in Y of each element of Lk is open (and

closed).

Proposition 6.9. fi(M) = {p e Lb, p has pseudocompact support in Y}.!

Proof. By [16, (2.7)], Q(M) c Q(M0) = L0. Let peLb have pseudocompact

support in Y. Then lßM cz Mb ; thus the relation p(/) = piflß) extends p to become

an element of Q(M). Clearly, then p e fi(M). To prove the converse inclusion it

suffices to show that if p e Q(M), then flß e Mb for all/e M [cf. Lemma 5.2 and

Corollary 5.3]. Let peñiM). It follows from [11, Theorems 13 and 14]

that there exists geMb such that |p|(| /— g |) = 0. Then/- g vanishes on

the support of p [3, §3, Proposition 9, Chapitre III] and hence f\ß =glßeMb.

Proposition 6.10. (i) (JLiK) c CAY)Lk <= MkLk <= CkiZ)Lb = Q(M).

(ii) /// is any one of the ideals listed in (i), then M = £2(i) = Q(J).

Proof. Clearly the first two inclusions in (i) are valid. Now MkLk c Lb and

MkCAZ) = Mk ; whence MkLk <= CkiZ)Lb. That Q(M) = Q(Z)L0 follows from

Proposition 6.9 and the manner in which the space Z was constructed [cf. Theo-

rem 5.1]. We now consider the proof of (ii). Since |JL(K) is a dense ideal in Lk and

M = ñ(ñ(M)), it follows from [16,(2.7)] that M = Q(/) for each of the ideals

mentioned in part (i). The proof that Q(f) = C2(7) can be patterned after the proof

of Proposition 4.1 (i).
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